Vision

AF Contracting Knowledge Management

- Provide AF Contracting professionals information so they can anticipate and deliver capabilities
  - High Quality (and current)
  - Easy to find (No Googling required)
  - Focused to their needs

- AF Contracting Community must foster a collaborative, knowledge sharing environment
  - Saves resources
  - Improves quality of output
  - Improves workforce efficiency and effectiveness

Vision – If you don’t know where you’re going, you’re probably not going to get there
AF Contracting Knowledge Management

From Broadcast
- Toolkit
- HQ Website
- Command Websites
- Center Websites
- Squadron Websites
- What’s New email
- Policy Chiefs email group
- Bi-annual Conferences

To Pointcast
- AFFARS Library
- AFFARS Topical Index
- Communities of Practice
  - Contracting Public Website
  - Contracting Workspace

From Knowledge Dissemination
  - To Knowledge Sharing
    - To Knowledge Enabled Workforce…
Enhanced AFFARS (Library)
- Direct access to focused information
- Embedded hyperlinks to references and Mandatory Procedures and Informational Guidance

One stop shopping for contracting knowledge

Topical index makes it even easier to find information
Communities of Practice (CoP)
Knowledge Sharing and Collaboration

- Four Pilot COPs: Services, Small Business, Systems and..

- Contingency Contracting
  - Available to all AF contracting personnel in deployable UTC’s
  - It’s a joint contingency community!
  - Improves pre-deployment planning, centralizes contingency policy, links CCO’s together, shortens learning curve
  - CoP is “Special Interest Area” (http://acc.dau.mil/simplify)
Welcome, SMSgt Morton Gould!
Contracting Officer
92 CONS/LGC
September 28, 2004

ALERTS
See new SAF/AQC policy memo on MIPRs...

Task Lists
Award SABER Contract
Conduct CCO Training

News
AF Contracting Awards announced...

Training
DAU Pricing course now available

Meetings
28 Sep: 1500 - Housing Renovation Project.

My Toolkit
AFFARS
AF Contracting Library
AF Way
GSA Advantage

My Applications
SPS
OARS
NAFI

My Favorite Links
JWOD
SBA
AF Contracting
FedBizOpps

• Head’s-up Display!
• Standard Format AF-wide!
• Non-redundant info!
• Point-cast to our Workforce!
The Contracting workforce must transition to a knowledge-savvy internet-linked team of professionals who are just a keystroke away from the best solution for acquiring the warfighter’s needs.